
Quantum 98&95: A Superior Gasoline

As one of the top products in the Lebanese market, "Quantum" has built over the past year a
reputation of efficiency and trust. 

Compliant with the highest Lebanese and International standards, the success of "Quantum" in the
Lebanese market was due to the need for a superior fuel product that meets the demands of the
21st century. The formula of "Quantum" is a mix of high-quality gasoline and a cutting-edge additive
developed by Total, a specialized company in this field.

"Quantum" is not only eco-friendly; it is also known for its engine protection function, optimized
performance, and reduced fuel consumption. "Quantum" also offers exceptional deposit clean up,
better combustion, less noise, and an improved driving experience. 

"Quantum" is exclusively available at all IPT stations at no extra cost. Read more

Premium Products & Services

IPT Fuel Gift Card: the Ideal Gift for Your Loved
Ones
Have you already started the countdown for the
holidays? Make it worth while

Meet us at ABC Achrafieh (on Dec 1 and 2) and
ABC Dbayeh (on Dec 8 and 9) from 6:00 pm to
10:30 pm to explore the perfect gift you can ever
offer: "IPT Fuel Gift Card"!

This Christmas, pamper your loved ones with
"IPT Fuel Gift Card" that provides them with IPT
services in one card without the need to worry
about the cash.

Wait, it's not all about gift-offering! How about
you receiving a gift in return?
Upon every purchase of "IPT Fuel Gift Card" of

Energy Sustainability

Top 10 Eco-friendly Gift Wrap Ideas

Keep it green this Christmas. Contribute
to the reduction extra waste produced
yearly due to gift wrap, bags and ribbon
which end up in landfills.

Here are 10 amazing ideas to create
original, eco-friendly and low cost gift
wrap, keeping in mind that the greatest
gifts are not always wrapped in papers
but in love:

• Old Newspapers
• Sheet Music
• Pages of Old Books
• Old Shirts
• Paper Cups 



100,000 L.L. from Grand Cinemas, you will get
a Free movie ticket! Read more

Fast & Free Diesel Delivery

IPT Diesel: A One Click Away!
Because winter warmth is indispensable, IPT
offers you IPT Diesel that keeps your family,
friends, and guests warm during the holidays
and all year long.

IPT Diesel is ideal fuel for water boilers,
heaters, and electrical generators thanks to its
unique and concentrated fuel technology. IPT
Diesel is European and eco-friendly; it
improves fuel economy and reduces
greenhouse gas emissions. Read more

Your IPT Diesel quantity is one click away! Have
it delivered straight to your door in less than 24
hours. Order it now on 76- 733337.

• Scarves
• Reusable Shopping Bags
• Paper Bread Bags
• Old Fabrics. Read more

WEEKLY FUEL PRICES
Local Fuel Prices 28/11/2018

Gasoline 95 24,800 L.L. -900 L.L.

Gasoline 98 25,500 L.L. -800 L.L.

Diesel 19,600 L.L. -700 L.L.

Gas (LPG) 14,100 L.L. -500 L.L.
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